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THE DESIGNER

PHENOMENON:
collaborative crossmedia creation

Homo Habilis (according to Roger’s morning talk ;) giving a talk for a room full of scholars in learning and culture.
Trivial observations or inspirational ideas?

C.C.C. has been happening for quite some time in avantgarde subcultures; with the proliferation of the Internet and of
consumer products for audio, image and video production it has moved into the mainstream in the last 3–4 years. (cf.
the 2006 Next Big Thing of »user-generated content« in the media and telecom industries). We will start with an
example to frame the talk.

Swedish artist Eric Prydz released a song called Call On Me in the Fall of 2004 which made it onto quite a few charts
worldwide, partly thanks to the video directed by Huse Monfaradi.
The video was hugely successful (most downloaded of all time in Australia /where gym instructor comes from/), goldrecord equivalent, basis for a feature-length DVD called Pump It Up. Controversial in terms of censorship, due to
sexually explicit content. Highly provocative due to its pornography-flavored gender perspective.

CALL ON ME (HUSE MONFARADI)

Many people online wanted to make the point that the Call On Me video should be questioned. Many decided to make
this point in the form of mashups and ripoffs. There are literally hundreds of audiovisual variations to be found on
Youtube and similar sites.
Gender-swapped re-performance of the gym routine in the video is a particularly popular way of drawing attention to
the stale gender values underlying the original.

CALL ON ME (BUDAPEST T.U. STUDENTS?)

There are also more sophisticated approaches.
This mashup by »Dan Colon« combines Call On Me footage with music and captions from the Brokeback Mountain trailer
to subvert the original story into a lesbian romance between the gym instructor and one of the female group members.

BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN II (»DAN COLON«)

CHALLENGE:
designing for collaborative crossmedia creation

DILEMMA #1:
creative appropriation

DILEMMA #1:
creative appropriation

What we see here is creative energy, talent and resourcefulness en masse, being channeled into media streams that only
a decade ago were reserved for large institutions and corporations.
For a designer of digital products and services, this is an interesting challenge: Can we help direct some of the creative
energy in ways that would be beneficial to society or to particular groups of stakeholders? Can we facilitate
collaborative crossmedia creation to make it even more fun and rewarding?

Collaborative crossmedia creation is not amenable to conventional interaction design techniques. There are two main
dilemmas. The first is how users invent new uses for tools and technologies, way beyond what their designers intended.
The creative genre of machinima is a useful example here. It emerged in parallel with the first FPS computer games –
the idea was to use the game engine to create animated film, and examples from the 90s tend to draw upon the
contrast between the storylines of the films and the hardcoded properties of the game engines (character appeances
and movement, props, settings, etc.) This is an excerpt from Apartment Hunting, made using the Quake engine in 1998.

Game producers noticed the energy of machinima culture and responded by lowering the technical thresholds for making
machinima in their game engines. This development peaked with the 2005 release of the »game« In The Movies, which
is really nothing but a machinima production studio.
Only weeks after the release of the game, the 10-minute piece The French Democracy was uploaded to the Internet and
ended up in the global mainstream news. It is made by Alex Chan as a comment on the 2005 civil unrest in France and
mainstream critics considered it an important step towards socially relevant crossmedia creation.
It is clear that the designers of In The Movies had a different kind of movies in mind: The characters run like Bugs
Bunny; the power station is approximated with a cottage in the woods, etc. Creative appropriation at work.

The other main dilemma for designers concerns the fundamentally social nature of collaborative crossmedia creation,
and of communication/collaboration media in general. Ideas cannot be tested in the lab, only in the wild. Why did
Friendster fail in North America whereas it is huge in Malaysia, the Philippines and surrounding countries?
DILEMMA #2:
critical mass

APPROACH:
design experiments plus general insights

Together with my colleagues at the School of Arts and Communication, Malmö University, we have spent a few years
exploring collaborative crossmedia creation. We tend to combine two main forms of inquiry.
One is to perform participatory-design experiments with new products and services – we design, deploy and continue to
develop them in collaboration with intended users.
The other is to articulate more general properties of the participatory media, based on insights from our experiments
and on work of other new media scholars.

The first example is the Avatopia project, performed in collaboration with Swedish public-service television in 2001–03.
The aim was to create a voice in the public sphere for young teenagers urging to change the world for the better.
Two starting assumptions: A deeply participatory process and a crossmedia spiral of broadcast TV and interactive web.
Concept development and detailed design during 2002 with some 30 young teenagers, here are some key decisions:
Highly visual web forum; Collaborative animation tools for low bandwidth; Crossmedia events to guide use of tools;
Seeding the community with four mentor characters; SvT staff editor to connect web and TV.

AVATOPIA: concept development

We built the web client in Macromedia Director in 2003 (slightly before Second Life, unfortunately). It provides a
confined meeting place, communicative and creative tools, a repository of societal-action information, etc. The visual
expression is intentionally eclectic, to send the message that your own creations are welcome and that you do not have
to comply to a particular style.

AVATOPIA: web client

The four mentor characters were introduced in a series of mini-activist-projects on broadcast TV, leading up to the
launch in September 2003.
We could observe a promising start, followed by premature termination due to financial cutbacks at SvT. There were two
tentative conclusions from the project:
1. The concept of a crossmedia spiral was a workable way to combine narrow and broad media channels.
2. It is possible, albeit costly, to seed a collaborative community and its values through a participatory design process.

AVATOPIA: TV trailer

Kliv is a Swedish acronym for Continuous Learning in Healthcare. The whole project was an exercise in knowledge
management in practice. Practical know-how in intensive care units is unevenly distributed, and not sufficiently
articulated for joint development. The Kliv project initiated a participatory design process based on these perceived
problems.
The outcome of the design process was a system for recording video instructions and accessing them using a barcodereading PDA.

KLIV: video recording

What is interesting about Kliv is not the technical »solution« but rather the way in which ICU staff appropriated it, and
how the same technical concept failed in other hospitals when it was deployed »from above«, using instruction scripts
written by acknowledged experts and performed by actors in white coats.
Our conclusion is that a persistent community can be formed around collaborative crossmedia creation, even dealing
with matters as grave as life and death, as long as it is built on a foundation of shared meaning and authenticity.

KLIV: video viewing

LIVING LAB/RGRA:
hiphop BT bus

The final example is an ongoing project, involving street activists and media creators as well as established institutions
and corporations.
RGRA (The Voice and Face of the Streets) is a Malmö-based movement aiming at involving young people in democratic
processes and social change through urban-cultural forms of expression. They have hosted club nights at Inkonst for
some time. One of the concepts generated in the Living Lab was the idea to offer RGRA music to bus passengers’
cellphones.
A feasible idea, but passengers found it potentially threatening to be pushed media from an unknown source.

Barcode Beats is a tool for live performances in supermarkets, based on a barcode reader and some software to
transform the grocery barcode scans to beats, loops and samples. It was designed and deployed by the Living Lab and
RGRA as an experiment in music performance.

LIVING LAB/RGRA:
barcode beats

LIVING LAB/RGRA:
video blog at
Malmö City Festival

GENERAL:
why do people participate
in participatory media?

RGRA acted as reporters for live webcast from this year’s Malmö City Festival. Moreover, a broadcast TV show and a BT
bus demonstrator are being planned.
The point of this example is how the Living Lab (as designers) and RGRA (as creators) can work together to synchronize
several media channels (avantgarde live performances, mainstream public events, webcasting, TV broadcasting, and
placecasting) over time to approach certain communicative goals.

So far, we have seen specific experiments where designers have intervened in collaborative crossmedia creation with the
intention to learn more about the media and their uses. There is also a body of more general knowledge that may hold
some keys to better design for collaborative crossmedia creation.
The million-dollar question is why people participate in participatory media: upload music to MySpace, put images at
Flickr, share BitTorrents of hand-ripped sitcoms, contribute news reports to CurrentTV, create dozens of machinima
episodes, talk for hours on Facebook with people they never met, microblog on Twitter during the trainride to work?
Answer: Belonging, Creative expression, Identity and status, and Influence.

Belonging to social constellations, larger or smaller, based on shared meaning and practices.
A »community« such as Facebook is not a community. Most often, it is a platform for thousands of small communities,
or more accurately, tribes in Maffesoli’s sense of the word.
Kliv: shared meaning and shared experience necessary for sustainable knowledge management in the workplace.
Avatopia, LL/RGRA: tribal structures where members give their commitment and time for the benefit of other tribe
members, fueled by a sense of shared concerns and goals.

BELONGING

Creative expression is self-indulgent and at the same time social – performed for the eyes of others.
RGRA members write songs, not letters to newspaper editors. Avatopia members created animation and public
interventions rather than signed up for political parties. Kliv videos were more inspirational to make and watch than
traditional forms of on-the-job training.

CREATIVE EXPRESSION

Identity as expressed in fashion demonstrates community affinities and is closely related to belonging. Participatory
media afford the same mechanisms and even multiple identities, a sense of escapism.
The participatory media also allow you to reach positions of power in your tribes without being typecast by physical and
material status conditions. Many online tribes are pure meritocracies.

IDENTITY AND STATUS

Identity and status are key preconditions for exerting influence within your tribe.
Avatopia seeding was all about establishing status and identity of mentors in order for them to impart values on the
tribe. RGRA multiple-channels work has similar dynamics.
Kliv and its failed ripoffs demonstrated the difference between espoused-status (doctors and actors) and status-in-use
(authentic colleagues) in the tribe, to paraphrase Argyris and Schön.

INFLUENCE

To wrap things up, we can conclude that it seems hard to design a certain c.c.c. outcome. Still, we do not have to settle
for Field of Dreams appraoches to design (»If you build it, they will come.«)
What you can do as a designer is to help initiate processes, give them an initial direction, and make certain things easy
to do.
It is a bit like producing an improvisation performance. You choose actors, give them some directions and starting
points, create a set and fill it with props. But on the opening night, when the lights come on, you have to sit back with
the audience and share their surprise at what comes out.

CONCLUSION:
a design strategy

The infrastructure and tools are what makes certain things easier to do (and other things harder – the ones not
supported by the infrastructure and the tools).
The values frame the initial directions.
– How can we design for people to
participate and create?
CROSSMEDIA INFRASTRUCTURE
EXPRESSIVE TOOLS
TRIBE VALUES

THANK YOU!
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